linden series

proxy

technical bulletin

TM

santec

peroxide laundry detergent

clean needs. met.

TM

linden series

combines high-performance with formulations that preserve the soft feel and
fresh scent to all fabrics. High tech solutions to common spot and stain problems allow you to get
the most use possible from your linens and fabrics.

proxy

is a concentrated laundry detergent containing high levels of peroxide and low foaming emulsifiers,
fortified with citrus terpenes to enhance oil and grease removal. It is designed specifically for personal loads,
lightly soiled sheets and table linen, especially in assisted living and health care facilities; also extremely
effective in shirt laundries when boosted with some alkali.

green cove

FEATURES

BIODEGRADABLE, NON-TOXIC, PHOSPHOROUS FREE

• As a peroxide based formula fortified with low foaming
emulsifiers and a citrus terpene degreasing solvent it is
extremely effective on personal loads, lightly soiled sheets
and table linen.
• Used in conjunction with some alkali it is an exceptionally
effective product for shirt laundering.
• Extends textile life because it obviates the use of chlorine
bleach.
• Can be safely used in mixed ‘white and colored’ loads and
on all water washable fabrics.
• Very economical because it does an excellent job without the
need to employ alkalis, chlorine bleach, and sour.

OPTIMAL APPLICATIONS
Laundering of personal clothing in senior assisted living facilities,
lightly soiled sheets and table linen in health care facilities and
smaller catering facilities, and white and colored shirts in shirt
laundries.

TM

Environmentally Preferred Green Cove products
reflect our commitment to protect the environment,
operate in a sustainable fashion and deliver products
that make a difference for our planet and our customers every day.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Physical Description

Clear liquid

Viscosity

Water thin

Color

Water white

Flashpoint

>140ºF

Fragrance

Organic / Orangey

Weight per Gallon

8.7 lb / gal

pH (1%)

4.0 - 5.5

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

None

IDEAL FOR
Hotels, motels, health care facilities, nursing homes and catering
halls.
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